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 The Americas

 54:4 April 1998, 557-574
 Copyright by the Academy of American
 Franciscan History

 FEMALE CONFLICT AND ITS RESOLUTION IN

 EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY ST. AUGUSTINE*

 istorian Charles Cutter has analyzed the "non-adversarial na-
 ture" of the Spanish legal culture and the manner in which

 H Spanish authorities deployed written law (ley), customary law
 (derecho), and personal discretion (arbitrio judicial) effectively to
 achieve justice (equidad), even in peripheral areas of the empire. The
 primary objective of judicial administration was the resolution of con-
 flict and restoration of harmony within the Spanish community.' This
 paper uses civil and criminal records from second Spanish period
 Florida (1784-1821) to explore the gendered nature of Spanish legal
 culture by examining conflict between women and its resolution, as
 well as the ways in which the community and the court attempted to
 monitor and correct the "disruptive" behavior of women.

 Spain first claimed Florida in 1513, but its effective tenure dates to
 the settlement of St. Augustine in 1565. After holding Florida for
 almost two centuries, Spain ceded its colony to Great Britain in 1763
 to recover the more prized island of Cuba. Spain resumed occupation
 of Florida in 1784 after a brief British interregnum (1764-1784), but
 Spanish administrators returned to a province much changed by revo-
 lutionary war and colonial transfer.2 In 1790 the natural Spaniards,
 including troops and dependents, accounted for only about one-sixth

 * Research for this paper was generously supported by the National Endowment for the
 Humanities, Vanderbilt University's Graduate Research Council, and the Program for Cultural
 Cooperation Between Spain's Ministry of Culture and United States Universities.
 1 Charles R. Cutter, The Legal Culture of Northern New Spain, 1700-1810 (Albuquerque:

 University of New Mexico Press, 1995), ch. 2. Also see Lyle N. McAlister, Spain and Portugal in
 the New World, 1492-1700 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1994), pp. 24-26.
 2 Jane G. Landers, Across the Southern Border: Black Society in Spanish Florida (Urbana:

 University of Illinois Press, forthcoming).
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 558 FEMALE CONFLICT AND ITS RESOLUTION

 of the total population.3 Many "British" remained in Florida-a des-
 ignation the Spaniards used to identify English-speaking people of
 many ethnic backgrounds-English, Irish, Scotch, even Swiss.4 The
 largest group of non-Spaniards consisted of approximately 460 Italians,
 Greeks, and Minorcans, remnants of an ill-fated British attempt to
 establish an indigo plantation south of Florida's Atlantic port and
 capital of St. Augustine.5 The other main group of non-Spaniards to
 inhabit the province were persons of African descent, most of whom
 were enslaved, but about one-fifth of whom were free. Florida's black
 population included African-born peoples of various nations, creoles
 born in Spanish and French colonies of the Caribbean and South
 America, and African and country-born runaways from the Anglo
 plantations north of Florida.6

 Social control in a colony as polyglot, multiethnic, and multiracial as
 eighteenth-century Spanish Florida was a difficult and contested
 proposition. The incoming governors and officials attempted to mold
 Florida to Spanish patterns, but the colony's turbulent geopolitics and
 the heterogeneity of its late eighteenth-century population of approxi-
 mately 3000 residents impeded their efforts. While administering such
 a disparate citizenry presented unique challenges, Spanish law and
 religious traditions held sway and generally ordered social relations in
 the community of St. Augustine.

 In addition to these formal structures, two more informal but im-
 portant mechanisms for integrating unlike or unequal members in
 Spanish/Mediterranean society also served that critical function in
 Spanish Florida. The extended kinship group or parentela, which in-
 cluded blood relations, fictive kin, and even household servants and
 slaves, and the institution of clientela, which bound more powerful
 patrons and their personal dependents into a network of mutual obli-

 3 Censuses, East Florida Papers (hereafter cited as EFP), microfilm reel 148, P. K. Yonge
 Library of Florida History, University of Florida, Gainesville (hereafter cited as PKY); Carlos
 Howard to Luis de las Casas, July 2, 1791, Cuba 1439, Archivo General de Indias, Sevilla
 (hereafter cited as AGI).
 4 Susan R. Parker, "Men Without God or King: Rural Planters of East Florida, 1784-1790,"

 Florida Historical Quarterly 69 (October 1990), 135-55.
 5 The Minorcans, as the group came to be generally called, were, in the main, Roman Catholics,

 and although they spoke a variety of languages they were Mediterranean people and could easily
 assimilate into the Spanish culture. For the history of this community see, Patricia C. Griffin,
 Mullet on the Beach: The Minorcans of Florida, 1768-1788 (University of North Florida Press:
 Jacksonville, 1991).

 6 Landers, Across the Southern Border.
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 JANE G. LANDERS 559

 gations, were so deeply rooted that one scholar suggested they might
 have been the "primary structure of Hispanic society."'7 Persons of
 West African descent who also "understood their society in the idiom
 of family," created fictive kinship ties and already operated within
 patronage and clientage systems, which like the Spanish system incor-
 porated household slaves and former slaves, readily adopted both in-
 stitutions to their own advantage.8 Because parentela and clientela
 groups were bound to defend one another, these informal social insti-
 tutions influenced conflict and its resolution in Spanish Florida.

 Fortunately for historians the complete government archive of the
 second Spanish regime in Florida (1784-1821) has survived. In these
 voluminous records of daily life free women of various ethnicities
 reported crimes and scandals, complained against neighbors and hus-
 bands, and asked for satisfaction for insults, in addition to pursuing
 economic and legal goals.9 Enslaved women in Spanish communities
 also enjoyed a legal personality and access to legal remedies.10 In St.
 Augustine enslaved women frequently appealed to civil and religious
 authorities, reporting or responding to complaints, negotiating to
 change owners or to improve their enslaved conditions, and even suing
 their owners for restoration of property. Most frequently they peti-
 tioned for freedom. The care with which Spanish officials in Florida
 adjudicated cases involving enslaved women, the "least among them,"
 demonstrated their commitment to administer the law equitably."

 7 McAlister, Spain and Portugal (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984), pp. 39-40.
 8 Ira Berlin, Steven F. Miller, and Leslie S. Rowland, "Afro-American Families in the Tran-

 sition from Slavery to Freedom," Radical History Review 42 (1988), 88; Claire Robertson, "Africa
 into the Americas: Slavery and Women, the Family, and the Gender Division of Labor," in David
 Barry Gaspar and Darlene Clark Hine, eds., Black Women and Slavery in the Americas: More
 than Chattel (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996), pp. 6-7. For many examples see
 Landers, Across the Southern Border.

 9 Women also asked for land grants, pensions, licenses and passports, posted bonds, mortgaged,
 bought and sold properties, assumed debt, and stated their dying wishes in testaments. For
 comparable patterns see Kimberly S. Hanger, Bounded Lives, Bounded Places: Free Black So-
 ciety in Colonial New Orleans, 1769-1803 (Durham: Duke University Press, 1997).
 10 Castilian legal institutions and customs were transferred to the Americas, where they un-

 derwent some modifications, codified as the Recopilaci6n de Leyes de los Reynos de Las Indias.
 In theory, slave women had rights to personal security and legal mechanisms by which to escape
 a cruel master, conjugal rights and the right not to be separated from children, and the right to
 hold and transfer property and initiate legal suits. William D. Phillips, Jr., Slavery from Roman
 Times to the Early Transatlantic Trade (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1985), pp.
 154-170; Ruth Pike, Aristocrats and Traders: Sevillian Society in the Sixteenth Century (Ithaca:
 Cornell University Press, 1972), pp. 170-193.
 " Spanish law may have guaranteed access to persons of all races and legal conditions, but like
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 560 FEMALE CONFLICT AND ITS RESOLUTION

 Women of all ethnicities, backgrounds, and legal conditions, including
 free and enslaved women, clearly appreciated the possibilities that law
 held for them. The intimate nature of the tribunal, which consisted of
 the governor, his legal counsel, and the royal notary, and the small size
 and inter-relatedness of the community, may have minimized petition-
 ers' fears about approaching the court. Their success in the legal arena,
 however, was influenced by community perceptions of proper female
 behavior.

 Spanish society expected women to conform to particular political
 and social models that drew on a variety of sources including Roman
 and Visigothic law, Aristotelian philosophy, Catholic theology, and
 centuries of customary law and practice in a racially and ethnically
 diverse metropolis.12 Castile's thirteenth-century legal code, the Siete
 Partidas, classified women along with children, invalids, and delin-
 quents as in need of supervision.13 Popular picaresque novels such as
 The Archpriest of Talavera detailed "the vices, blemishes and evil way
 of perverse women" who were guilty of a wide range of defects in-
 cluding avarice, garrulity, vanity, envy, licentiousness, inconstancy, dis-
 obedience, drunkenness, and deceitfulness. In such works stock femi-
 nine characters were justly "corrected" by husbands, fathers, and other

 the society which produced it, Spanish justice was hierarchical. Elites (and their clients) were
 considered more trustworthy than persons of lower status. Black subjects without powerful
 patrons suffered harsh penalties for serious crimes, such as murder or infanticide (as any other
 subject also would), and they often suffered more punitive treatment than others did for lesser
 crimes. Landers, Across the Southern Border.

 12 Heath Dillard, Daughters of the Reconquest: Women in Castilian Town Society, 1100-1300
 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), pp. 12-35. On the legal and social position of
 women in Spain and the Spanish colonies see, Eugene H. Korth, S.J. and Della M. Flusche,
 "Dowry and Inheritance in Colonial Spanish America: Peninsular Law and Chilean Practice,"
 The Americas 43 (April 1987), 395-410; Asunci6n Lavrin, "Introduction" and "In Search of the
 Colonial Woman in Mexico: The Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries," in Latin American
 Women: Historical Perspectives, ed. Asunci6n Lavrin (Westport, Ct.: Greenwood Press, 1978), pp.
 3-22, 23-59.

 13 A woman in Spanish society was subject to the will of her father or brothers until they died
 or until she reached twenty-five years of age or married. Dillard, Daughters of the Reconquest, pp.
 35-67 and 96-126. In colonial Latin America, unmarried women over the age of twenty-five and
 widows enjoyed even more freedom than their married counterparts. Lavrin, Historical Perspec-
 tives, pp. 30 and 41. Also see Patricia Seed, To Love, Honor, and Obey in Colonial Mexico:
 Conflicts over Marriage Choice, 1574-1821 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1988); Susan
 Migden Socolow, "Love and Marriage in Colonial Latin America," paper delivered at the Con-
 ference on Latin American History, December, 1991; Ram6n A. Guti6rrez, "From Honor to
 Love: Transformations of the Meaning of Sexuality in Colonial New Mexico," in Kinship Ideol-
 ogy and Practice in Latin America, Raymond T. Smith, ed. (Chapel Hill: University of North
 Carolina Press, 1984), pp. 237-63.
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 JANE G. LANDERS 561

 male figures."14 As a corrective for their inherent weaknesses, pre-
 scriptive literature encouraged women to emulate the chaste, passive,
 and long-suffering mother of Christ, a standard against which most
 women would be deviant.15 Nevertheless, some poor women and even
 enslaved women could create support networks of family (fictive and
 real), friends, and patrons, which might even include that of the highest
 government officials, and by extension, even the monarch.16

 On the other hand, someone who repeatedly violated social norms,
 exhibited violent or unruly behavior, or frequently disrupted the peace
 of the community, was soon labeled a troublemaker and could count
 on little support. Both the legal culture and society at large worked to
 curb behaviors defined as inappropriate or threatening and targeted
 women and blacks for special supervision. Single women were deemed
 more destabilizing to community order than married or widowed
 women and so were also vulnerable to attacks on their behavior or

 character. In effect, neighbors who were often related or linked by
 marriage and godparentage ties monitored each other. Beyond that,
 the governor also appointed leading citizens as Comisarios de Barrio
 (neighborhood commissioners) and made them responsible for inves-
 tigating and addressing complaints and for maintaining order in their
 neighborhoods. The commissioners employed the arbitrio judicial de-
 scribed by Cutter to settle disputes and could require certain actions be
 taken if the neighbors wished to avoid court appearances. This amount
 of monitoring and intervention often was sufficient to quiet things. If
 the problem persisted or escalated, however, one of the parties usually
 initiated legal action in the form of a causa criminal (criminal suit).
 This involved some effort and costs because the complainant had to

 14 Alfonso Martinez de Toledo, Little Sermons on Sin: The Archpriest of Talavera, trans. Lesley
 Byrd Simpson (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1959).

 15 It was even more difficult for dark-skinned women to approach this standard since another
 Spanish stereotype, a remnant from Spain's Muslim rule, emphasized their sensuality. Mary
 Elizabeth Perry has argued that Spain's patriarchal society became most obsessed with control-
 ling female sexual behavior during times of rapid change or crisis-during plague or famine years,
 for example, and especially during the period of high mobility and migration that followed the
 discovery of the Americas. Anxiety over social order might also lead to punitive actions against
 other "minorities" such as Jews, Muslims, or slaves. Mary Elizabeth Perry, Gender and Disorder
 in Early Modern Seville (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), pp. 3-13.

 16 Although oft-quoted restrictive legislation repeated (and possibly reinforced) popular no-
 tions about the degraded nature of castas or persons of mixed ancestry, personal and corporate
 relations were more powerful in a small community such as St. Augustine, where everyone knew
 one another and could form their own judgements about an individual's character. In larger
 capitals such as Mexico City, Lima, and Havana, discriminatory legislation probably had more
 impact, but was still largely ineffectual and moderated by personal and corporate relations. R.
 Douglas Cope, The Limits of Racial Domination: Plebeian Society in Colonial Mexico City,
 1660-1720 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1994), ch. 1.
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 562 FEMALE CONFLICT AND ITS RESOLUTION

 file a notarized memorial detailing the problem before the governor's
 tribunal would consider it. The court interrogated all parties to the
 dispute as well as any witnesses who might offer evidence, including
 the Comisario de Barrio. Repeated incidents of insubordination or
 notorious behavior, could, in a sense, be considered status crimes in
 Spanish communities, and governors usually responded by sentencing
 the convicted "nuisance" to a fine, or hard labor, or even banishment.

 Disgusted neighbors on the Calle Espafiola in the Minorcan quarter
 of St. Augustine finally filed a complaint against the Minorcan woman,
 Agueda Enrique, who was disturbing the whole street with "indecent,
 denigrating, and injurious words," and "scandalous expressions and
 gestures." Unfortunately, the delegation of Minorcan men and their
 wives did not repeat Agueda's exact words or describe in their com-
 plaint the gestures she used but they charged she was always "drunk,
 furious, and brazen," and they complained her disturbances prevented
 them from keeping their doors open.17 Prior to filing their legal com-
 plaint these residents of "the very poorest section of the [Minorcan]
 Quarter" had tried to settle the problem at the neighborhood level by
 reporting Agueda's annoying behavior to their Comisario de Barrio,
 Don Jos6 Fernandez.18 Fernaindez verified that he had repeatedly ad-
 monished both Agueda and her husband, Juan Segui, to no avail, and
 he recommended that the couple be banished to the countryside. The
 governor so ordered and forbade Agueda to return to the city except
 for mass on feast days. Spaniards valued urban life and considered it a
 marker of civilization. Only the uncivilized or those lacking in cultural
 or spiritual attainments lived "beyond the walls." Removing citizens
 from civic space was, therefore, a critique on their social inferiority as
 well as a punishment. Agueda's beleaguered husband, Juan, filed an
 appeal citing the hardships it would create for him and his children to
 have to rebuild his country home but the governor held firm and held
 both Agueda and her husband responsible for any violation of the
 banishment.19

 Just as Spanish society held a man responsible for his wife's actions,

 17 Complaints of Bartolom6 Usina, Maria su muger, Pedro Estopa, Miguel Garcia, Antonia su
 muger, y otros vecinos de la Calle Espafiola, EFP, microfilm reel 174, PKY.

 18 Patricia Griffin named this neighborhood Little San Felipe since most of the residents came
 from that Minorcan village. She found this area the most "cohesive in terms of Old World
 origins" of any she studied in St. Augustine. Griffin, Mullet on the Beach, pp. 162-4.

 19 Memorial of Juan Seguf and response by Governor Juan Nepomuceno de Quesada, August
 16, 1790 and August 31, 1790, EFP, microfilm reel 174, PKY. Griffin found that although Juan
 Seguf had relatives living elsewhere in the city, he was one of the few Minorcan men not linked
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 JANE G. LANDERS 563

 it also held him accountable for her honor and a public insult against
 a woman required a public response by her husband. Thus, conflict
 generated by women often had a ripple effect in the community. Maria
 Crosby, who was of Scotch descent, went to court to protest that a
 Minorcan woman nicknamed Manava was circulating rumors about
 Maria's "obscure" background. The very suggestion of a "stained"
 racial heritage had caused Maria's husband, the Minorcan shopkeeper,
 Pedro Llul, to throw her out of the house and caused her daughter's
 fianc6 to call off their wedding. Maria told the court that she had
 always been considered white, and she wanted the accusers to present
 any evidence to the contrary or be silent so that she might resume "a
 tranquil and harmonious" life with her husband and restore the
 "honor of the family." As the authors of other essays in this issue
 argue, it was the incorrectness of the label and the disjunction between
 self-identity and the insult that offended most. The governor and his
 counsel admonished the Minorcan gossip Manava to moderate her
 expression and warned her she would be severely corrected if any
 similar disturbances occurred. Despite the court's admonitions, how-
 ever, the slur on Maria's ancestry took on a life of its own.20 The
 following year Maria Crosby quarrelled with another Minorcan
 woman from the neighborhood, Maria Lorenzo, who lived one block
 away near the banished alcoholic, Agueda Enrique. Soon the Minor-
 can woman's husband, Bartolom6 Mestre, appeared at Maria Crosby's
 house and yelled in public that Maria had no right to quarrel with his
 wife who was a white woman and had never had to get a court judge-
 ment as to whether she were black or white. On this occasion Maria's
 husband, Llul himself, went to court to uphold Maria's honor, and by
 extension, that of his family.

 Nevertheless, three years later when Llul and the Spanish sailor,
 Jos6 Xim6nes, argued about a debt in the street, their wives became
 involved and exacerbated the conflict. Maria Crosby threatened to
 slice open the other woman's belly with a razor if she so much as spoke
 to her. This graphic threat raises questions about Maria's earlier claims
 to live a "tranquil and harmonious life" and its very utterance suggests
 Maria may have had some familiarity with physical violence. The ref-
 erence to the Minorcan woman's belly might also carry sexual impli-
 cations.

 by godparent ties to other Minorcans in his neighborhood, and this fact may have contributed to
 the couple's ostracism. Griffin, Mullet on the Beach, pp. 168-69.

 20 Pedro Llul versus Jos6 Xim6nes, for having injured his wife with the expression mulatta,
 October 30, 1802, EFP, reel 125, PKY.
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 564 FEMALE CONFLICT AND ITS RESOLUTION

 Xim6nes and his wife countered by calling Maria Crosby a mulatta,
 causing Llul to press criminal charges against Xim6nes for "injuring his
 wife with the expression mulatta." Everyone understood that the insult
 of his wife actually injured Llul as well. Several witnesses testified they
 had heard Xim6nes yell from the street up to the window where Maria
 looked out, that she was a mulatta and that if he saw her in the street
 he would cut her tongue out for talking too much (por ser habladora).
 The court finally decided it had had enough. Remarking on the re-
 peated nature of the insults, the court ordered Xim6nes to pay a rather
 stiff fine of twenty-five pesos (about equivalent to twenty-five U.S.
 dollars) and threatened worse corporal punishment if there was any
 more trouble.21

 Such obsession about limpieza de sangre in a port like St. Augustine
 that was noted for its multiethnic and multiracial character seems lu-

 dicrous, especially when being debated by residents noted to be among
 the poorest in the town. When one considers that the furor revolved
 around someone of Scotch descent, who was never described somati-
 cally but surely would have been had her coloring been at issue, it
 seems clear that despite any incongruities, racial insults were a guar-
 anteed way to wound. The Minorcan women who hounded Maria
 Crosby simply employed an effective insult to harass an outsider in
 their midst but this seems more a case of cultural rather than racial
 conflict.22

 A conflict that seems more clearly connected to racial and class
 tensions involved an escaped South Carolina slave who received reli-
 gious sanctuary in Florida during the American revolution.23 Judy
 Kenty, who on her Catholic baptism was renamed Maria Witten, filed
 suit against members of one of the wealthiest Spanish planter families
 in the community, whom she claimed had insulted and physically mis-
 treated her. Maria told the court she was waiting in a doorway for a
 young slave apprenticed to her, when the wife of don Jos6 Sanchez
 asked her repeatedly about her business.24 On the third query Maria

 21 Ibid.

 22 On the general toleration of cross-racial alliances in eighteenth-century Spanish societies see
 Hanger, Bounded Lives, Bounded Places, and Landers, Across the Southern Border.

 23 For more on Spain's religious sanctuary policy in Florida see Jane Landers, "Spanish Sanc-
 tuary: Fugitives in Florida, 1784-1790," Florida Historical Quarterly (January 1984), 296-313 and
 Landers, "Gracia Real de Santa Teresa de Mose: A Free Black Town in Colonial Florida,"
 American Historical Review 95 (February 1990), 9-30.

 24 Several of the essays in this issue remark on doorways as a "safe" liminal area, neither fully
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 JANE G. LANDERS 565

 said she had responded, "Madam, I have not come to rob anyone of
 anything." Both Maria's failure to respond immediately to the elite
 woman and the sarcastic response she finally gave would have clearly
 been read as insolence, given Maria's lower socio-economic status and
 her race. On hearing the exchange, which constituted an insult to his
 wife, whose honor he was bound to uphold, don Jos6 Sanchez began to
 berate and beat Maria until her mouth and nose bled. Maria told the

 court that she was undeserving of such treatment since she was doing
 no harm and was in the neighborhood on business. She asked the court
 to admonish her abusers. Maria identified herself as a vecina, a term
 signifying a property-holding member of the community, but she made
 no reference to her race or legal status, an omission which is anoma-
 lous and seems a deliberate attempt to put herself on equal footing
 with those whom she was denouncing.25 Judy/Maria could never have
 initiated such a case in South Carolina, and may have been testing the
 limits of her new freedom and citizenship, as well as perhaps, contem-
 porary rhetoric about equality and rights of men.26 Although planter
 elites, the Sainchez family, like many others in St. Augustine, included
 persons of mixed racial heritage. Generally noted for their racial tol-
 erance, they took offense at the lack of proper deference Judy, and
 perhaps other refugees from Anglo slavery, exhibited. Judy did not
 follow the Spanish "rules" for either gender or racial behavior.27

 Don Jos6 Sanchez responded by admitting that he had beaten
 Maria, but he claimed that she was guilty of "incorrect behavior and an
 inappropriately free way of speaking with white women" (malproceder
 y libertinoso modo de hablar con las blancas). In effect, he claimed to
 be exercising his expected class, race, and gender roles by "correcting"

 public or private, from which women launched insulting remarks, but in this case Judy was not
 standing in her own doorway, and thus, her remark was more public and more threatening.
 25 Maria was illiterate but her son Francisco, who was educated in St. Augustine, produced the

 petition for her and signed by her "X." Memorial of Maria Witten, August 27, 1798, EFP,
 microfilm reel 79, PKY. I discuss this case in greater depth in, "African and African American
 Women and their Pursuit of Rights Through Eighteenth-Century Spanish Texts," in Anne Good-
 wyn Jones and Susan V. Donaldson, eds. Haunted Bodies: Gender and Southern Texts (Charlot-
 tesville: University of Virginia, forthcoming).
 26 Judy had escaped bondage during the American Revolution and also had intimate knowl-

 edge of the French Revolution and the Haitian slave revolt. Her daughter married one of its
 participants and she knew many others. Jane G. Landers, "Rebellion and Royalism in Spanish
 Florida: The French Revolution on Spain's Northern Colonial Frontier," in David Barry Gaspar
 and David Patrick Geggus, eds. A Turbulent Time: The French Revolution and the Greater
 Caribbean (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1997), pp. 156-77.
 27 Landers, Across the Southern Border.
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 566 FEMALE CONFLICT AND ITS RESOLUTION

 this inappropriate conduct, just as his wife was attempting to do when
 she challenged the lower-class black woman. Moreover, although he
 claimed to have been too busy to complain about the problem earlier,
 he had been driven to this action because despite Maria's version of
 the exchange, he charged she had actually used English to answer his
 wife's queries, saying, "I'm not doing anything, you damned bitch."

 Although Maria had her day in court and may have taken some
 satisfaction in requiring the elite Sanchez family to appear and explain
 themselves publicly, she lost her case. The governor ruled that, "The
 latter statement [that of don Jos6 Sanchez] having more verisimilitude
 ... Maria should abstain in the future from lack of due respect to white
 persons." Spanish justice may have guaranteed access, but it was not
 class-blind and, as this example or others between persons of the same
 race might equally illustrate, courts deferred to the higher status of the
 elite Spanish woman.28 With this ruling the court may have also been
 attempting to reinforce social boundaries so that other "English"
 blacks, as they were sometimes designated, would not transgress as
 Judy had.

 Judy's case was unusual, but even more so were criminal or civil
 cases involving physical conflict between or among women of African
 descent. Conflicts between enslaved women would normally fall within
 the purview of their masters, who were responsible for correcting their
 behavior, and so their quarrels seldom reached the courts. Nor were
 free women of African descent often involved in such cases. They may
 have resolved their conflicts in other ways and would have probably
 tried to avoid the disapproval associated with such public displays.
 Suits also involved at least some court costs. Behavior considered un-

 seemly in others may well have been more tolerated in women of
 African descent because of their presumed inferiority and volatile na-
 tures. Only potentially violent episodes between black women usually
 ended up in court.

 The free black woman Reyna must have experienced real fear to ask
 court protection from two slave women who had wounded and threat-
 ened to kill her. One of the slave women held a long-standing grudge

 28 Memorial of Maria Witten, August 27, 1798, EFP, microfilm reel 79 and response by dons
 Jos6 and Bernardino Sinchez. For a discussion of Spanish interrogatories and the relative weight
 assigned to witnesses of different status, see Alexandra Parma Cook and Noble David Cook,
 Good Faith and Truthful Ignorance: A Case of Transatlantic Bigamy (Durham: Duke University
 Press, 1991), pp. 87-89, 91-103, and 112-114.
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 JANE G. LANDERS 567

 against Reyna over a three peso debt. After some verbal exchanges
 (which unfortunately did not find their way into the record) the first
 slave woman enlisted the help of another slave from her plantation to
 assault Reyna. Catalina Tunno, the mulatta daughter of an British
 merchant and a free woman of some standing in the community, wit-
 nessed the attack. After hearing testimony from all four women, dur-
 ing which Reyna admitted gossiping about the slave women, the gov-
 ernor charged Reyna as well as her two assailants with disorderly
 conduct and warned them not to misbehave further, but ordered no
 punishments for any of them.29

 As the foregoing examples demonstrate, women of African descent
 were more at risk of being charged with "inappropriate" behavior if
 their conflict was with a white person, even one of a lower class.
 Another group who endured more community supervision, and often
 censure, were unmarried women. If the single woman were of African
 descent she was doubly vulnerable. The Minorcan widow Mariana
 Tudory rented a house next door to her own on Calle de la Marina to
 the free black laundress, Judy, whose payment was to consist of four
 days of work a month. Judy later changed their agreement to a cash
 payment but defaulted despite Mariana's repeated requests for her
 money. At Mariana's request, the Comisario de Barrio, Mariano de
 Lasaga repeatedly demanded Judy pay her debt, but Judy claimed she
 could not because the troops would not pay her what they owed for
 their laundry. After a fruitless year passed, Mariana went to court. In
 her complaint Mariana now charged that Judy was not only her debtor
 but was also "negative and of bad faith" and that the neighbors con-
 sidered her prejudicial to the community due to the "continuous scan-
 dal [caused by] the visits of the troops, blacks, and other subjects."
 Mariana was clearly alleging Judy conducted business other than laun-
 dry on the premises. Comisario Lasaga, who would have been held
 accountable for any such misbehavior on his watch, testified that nei-
 ther he nor any of the neighbors knew of any scandal. Although the
 court did not pursue that allegation, it demonstrates that a single
 woman, especially one of African descent, was always potentially vul-
 nerable to such charges.30

 When women appealed to legal authorities, they had more success if
 they cited time honored legal precedents and exhibited "appropriate"

 29 Causa of Reyna, May 12, 1798, EFP, microfilm reel 79, PKY.
 30 Causa of Mariana Tudory, December 12, 1793, EFP, microfilm reel 78, PKY.
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 568 FEMALE CONFLICT AND ITS RESOLUTION

 behaviors. They usually identified themselves by name, race, and legal
 condition. The memorialists then specified the complaint, charge, or
 request as well as the action they wished the court to take. Although
 men and women employed the same formulaic openings such as, "with
 all due respect" or "with the utmost submission" and closings such as,
 "humbly trusting in the merciful charity and noted wisdom of the
 justice administered by Your Excellency," women and slaves might
 also include within their memorials and petitions references to their
 weakness, poverty, or lack of other sources of assistance in order to
 elicit the proper sympathetic responses from the court. In a community
 which operated within the idiom of family, women frequently referred
 to themselves as mothers and made references to their children. If they
 were sick, widowed, or abandoned, they made sure to mention it. The
 court was, then, held accountable for the same acts of charity and
 justice that a patriarch would be expected to render to family members
 or those of the "miserable classes."31

 The slave Andaina charged in a handwritten petition, which she
 signed with a flourish, that her owner, Catalina Acosta, had continually
 mistreated her and she asked the court's permission to seek another
 owner, as was her right.32 Andaina had paid her owner 250 pesos
 toward her freedom from income or jornales earned over a three-year
 period, but Catalina wanted 350 pesos, a price Andaina found prohibi-
 tive.33 Andaina complained she was also forced to buy her own cloth-

 31 Another standard closing might be "The humble petitioner fully expects to be graced with
 the charity and justice for which your esteemed Majesty is well-known. I kiss your hand and pray
 that God grant you many years." Although by modern standards the language might sound
 obsequious, when rendered, such flowery and flattering phrases were considered a mark of
 civility and, in that context, graceful language might conceivably improve the outcome of a
 petition. On treatment of the "miserable classes" and Christian obligations see Maureen Flynn,
 "Charitable Ritual in Late Medieval and Early Modern Spain," Sixteenth-Century Journal 16
 (Fall 1985), 335-347.

 32 Andaina was born in Baltimore and was therefore, probably literate in English, as well as
 Spanish. Memorials, Petition of Andaina, February 13, 1793, EFP, microfilm reel 78, PKY. I
 discuss this case in greater depth in, "African and African American Women and their Pursuit of
 Rights Through Eighteenth-Century Spanish Texts," in Haunted Bodies: Gender and Southern
 Texts (Charlottesville: University of Virginia, forthcoming).

 33 Ibid. By the mechanism of coartaci6n slaves could petition the courts to set their just
 purchase price. Each party, owner and slave, then chose an assessor to evaluate the slave's value.
 If wide disagreement arose, the court appointed a third assessor and then made its decision. Once
 the court established a slave's "just" price, owners had to honor it. If slaves could not afford their

 immediate freedom, they could make payments and move slowly out of slavery, or they could
 seek out new owners willing to pay the price and effect a change in their conditions that way.
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 JANE G. LANDERS 569

 ing and that of her infant, all of which was verified by the Comisario de
 Barrio, Manuel Fernandez Bendicho. To add insult to injury, Andaina
 complained that Catalina had once ripped her hard-earned clothing.
 The attention to her clothing is significant for several reasons. The
 Siete Partidas obligated owners to clothe slaves and a slave's charge
 that they failed to do so might lead to court intervention. Anecdotal
 references from Spanish sources suggest that free and enslaved Afri-
 cans, like Spaniards, greatly appreciated fine clothing and as Sonya
 Lipsett-Rivera points out in her essay, because clothing was an exten-
 sion of the body and was to be read as a marker of a person's status,
 an attack on clothing was indirectly an assault on the wearer's honor.
 Moreover, a slave had property rights in Spanish societies and slaves in
 St. Augustine sought legal remedy against owners who attempted to
 alienate animals, tools, clothing, or other forms of slave property.34

 Catalina, an illiterate shopkeeper of Minorcan descent, was unable
 to sign her required response to Andaina's petition, and a government
 scribe recorded it for her, verbatim. Denying any abuse, Catalina con-
 ceded she yelled a lot but added, "Shouts do not hurt anyone." Her
 loudness may not have injured Andaina, but such "unfeminine" be-
 havior damaged Catalina's reputation in the neighborhood and, ulti-
 mately, in the court. However, hoping to counter some of Andaina's
 criticisms of her character and garner sympathy, Catalina portrayed
 herself as a compassionate person, who although "weighted down with
 small children and my husband absent" allowed Andaina to work as a
 wet-nurse in the home of don Domingo Reyes because he was a "wid-
 owed father surrounded by little ones" and "begged with tears in his
 eyes."35

 Later that year Andaina gave birth to a baby daughter whose free-
 dom Reyes tried to buy for twenty-five pesos. Catalina rejected his
 offer and motivated by her desire to "end a scandalous connection,"
 refused to allow Andaina to return to Reyes's home. After more en-
 treaties by Reyes, Catalina finally agreed to the child's manumission

 Rebecca J. Scott, Slave Emancipation in Cuba: The Transition to Free Labor, 1860-1899 (Prince-
 ton: Princeton University Press, 1985), pp. 13-14.

 34 Landers, Across the Souther Border.

 35 Catalina's absent husband was a grenadier in the Third Battalion of Cuba, stationed in St.
 Augustine. Memorial of Andaina and Response of Catalina Cantar (Acosta), December 12, 1797,
 EFP, microfilm reel 79, PKY.
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 but planned to make up for the loss of the child by charging Reyes ten
 pesos monthly, rather than the seven, for Andaina's hire.36

 At that point, Andaina announced that she would hang herself
 rather than work so Catalina finally agreed in court that Andaina could
 seek another owner (Reyes). The Minorcan woman could not resist
 adding an extended comment on her slave's unseemly behavior. Cat-
 alina told the court Andaina went to masked balls in clothing so fancy
 that she worried people would talk and that when she reprimanded her
 slave Andaina retorted that the governor's own slaves would also be in
 attendance.37 Catalina admitted that, in anger at the saucy reply, she
 had ripped Andaina's ruffles from her skirt, prompting Andaina, yet
 again, to threaten suicide and leave the house. Within moments, Reyes
 stormed into Catalina's house "like a wild beast," shouting that Cat-
 alina had no rights to Andaina beyond the money she was due. This
 uninvited, hostile, and public intrusion into Catalina's home demon-
 strated not only the Spanish man's fury, but his lack of respect for the
 lower-class Minorcan woman and his commitment to defend An-

 daina.38 Catalina lost the dispute and her slave, but she closed with the
 final commentary that "passion blinds" and discounted the statements
 of don Domingo and of his friend, the Comisario, because everyone
 knew they were "as close as fingernail and finger."39

 From the safety of don Domingo Reyes's household, it took An-
 daina four more years to accrue the remaining 100 pesos, but she
 finally secured her manumission papers. Within months of becoming
 totally free, Andaina went back to court with another handwritten
 petition. She described a pattern of continuing abuse and insults by her
 former owner, and added that Catalina was also physically abusing her
 two children, who remained her slaves. Witnesses to Catalina Acosta's
 mistreatment of Andaina's children included two important figures
 from the Minorcan community, don Pedro Cosifaci, and don Jos6 Peso

 36 Memorials, Response of Catalina Cantar (Acosta), December 12, 1797, EFP, microfilm reel
 79, PKY.

 37 Spanish society customarily attached status to clothing and tried unsuccessfully to maintain
 social boundaries with sumptuary legislation. Andaina described the clothing she bought herself
 as "saraza ordinaria, o listado," (cotton cloth with a white background and stripes, so possibly
 Osnaburg). Catalina described Andaina's ball attire as "zapatos de baza y otras galas" (yellowish-
 brown shoes and other finery). Memorials, Statement of Catalina Acosta, February 27, 1793,
 EFP, microfilm reel 78, PKY.

 38 Memorials, Petition of Andaina, February 13, 1793, EFP, microfilm reel 78, PKY.
 39 Memorials, response of Catalina Cantar (Acosta), December 12, 1797, EFP, microfilm reel

 79, PKY.
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 JANE G. LANDERS 571

 de Burgo, and also the province's wealthiest planter, don Francis Fatio.
 Andaina reported that Catalina beat her son so badly that his back
 bled and that once he had been found almost dying of cold and hunger,
 hiding in the countryside. Another time don Domingo Martinely found
 the bruised and starving boy in his kitchen. Martinely took the boy to
 his mother at don Domingo Reyes' house, but because of the ongoing
 dispute, Reyes was reluctant to harbor the boy (who was not his son).
 Instead, Martinely deposited the boy with the priest to await the
 court's determination.40 Andaina also charged Catalina was regularly
 beating her younger daughter and that the child's body was covered in
 bruises. This child was presumably the daughter of Reyes, and given
 his earlier attempts to purchase her, it seems surprising that he did not
 do more to protect her. Her mother used powerful imagery when she
 asked the court, "Do you think that even for hiding a son a mother
 deserves the martyrdom [and here she used the metaphor of being
 whipped by a lash] I continually suffer? ... It is impossible to believe
 the inhumanity and rigor with which they treat my two children."

 When the governor's tribunal threatened a hearing to investigate the
 alleged child abuse, Catalina finally agreed to their sale. Andaina suc-
 cessfully employed a combination of personal connections, determined
 resistance, and traditionally accepted justifications, in this case, moth-
 erly grief and concern over witnessed mistreatment and neglect of her
 children, to win the freedom of her children. Once again, Andaina
 bested the poor, illiterate, and inappropriately quarrelsome woman in
 court, but it is unlikely Catalina gave up the feud. Her court testimony
 and her actions suggest Catalina actually envied her slave her literacy,
 her fashionable clothes, and her powerful social connections, and that
 this resentment may have accounted for her bad treatment of Andaina
 and her children.41

 Sexual jealousy provided another source of the conflict between
 women. When the court interrogated the slave woman Juana for

 40 Witnesses Jose Peso de Burgo, Domingo Martinely, and Pedro Cocifaci were prosperous
 shopkeepers and shipowners who had many personal and business relationships. Martinely and
 Cocifaci were also brothers-in-law, having married the Minorcan sisters, Mariana and Inez Ca-
 vedo. Their families lived near each other on St. George Street. Griffin, Mullet on the Beach, pp.
 157 and 184-92. Catalina countered that Andaina repeatedly harbored her nine-year-old runaway
 son. Andaina denied that charge and specified that "the soldier, Luna" and "the convict laborer,
 Arturo" sheltered her son. Memorial of Andaina, December 2, 1797, and response of Catalina
 Cantar (Acosta), December 12, 1797, EFP, microfilm reel 79, PKY.

 41 Memorial of Andaina, December 2, 1797, and response of Catalina Cantar (Acosta), De-
 cember 12, 1797, EFP, microfilm reel 79, PKY.
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 572 FEMALE CONFLICT AND ITS RESOLUTION

 drowning her children, Juana described a pattern of regular sexual
 solicitation by her owner, the poor Minorcan farmer, Juan Salom.
 Sexual exploitation of slave women by their masters was a serious
 charge under Spanish law and if proven, the Siete Partidas required the
 court to remove Juana from her owner's household. Unlikely as it may
 seem, Juana reported that on many occasions when Salom proposi-
 tioned her, his wife, Margarita Neto, with whom he also had sexual
 relations, was asleep in the bed next to which Juana slept. Asked why
 she did not tell Salom's wife of these multiple offenses, Juana said she
 had, but the woman only called her a liar and helped to punish her.42

 At this point the translator interjected that it was unlikely a wife
 would not do something about her husband's misdeeds if she knew the
 circumstances, but Salom's wife was the poor mother of two small
 children and may not have felt it wise to confront this situation di-
 rectly. Instead, although she did question her husband repeatedly
 about his behavior with Juana and seemed to accept his denials, the
 wife turned her ire on their slave.43 Once as Margarita attempted to
 punish Juana, Juana bit her on the arm and then ran to the governor's
 house to seek his intercession. The angered wife followed Juana and
 proceeded to punish her on the spot, until the governor intervened and
 chided Margarita for disrespecting his house. Margarita's unseemly
 behavior in chasing her slave through the streets and publicly abusing
 her on the governor's doorstep was more unacceptable than Juana's,
 who followed long-hallowed tradition in seeking mercy there.44

 The governor must have remembered the spectacle as he heard the

 42 Sexual exploitation of enslaved women who lived on rural plantations was probably common
 and rarely prosecuted. It is also likely that even in urban areas, where women could appeal to
 courts and influential patrons for protection, much sexual abuse was never reported. "Autos
 seguidos.. .contra Juana, esclava de Juan Salom, por haver ahogado dos nifios suyos en un pozo
 de su casa," EFP, Miscellaneous Legal Instruments and Proceedings, 1784-1819," microfilm reel
 110, no. 33, PKY. I discuss this case in greater depth in, "In Consideration of Her Enormous
 Crime: Rape and Infanticide In Spanish St. Augustine," in The Devil's Lane: Sex and Race in the
 Early South (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), pp. 205-217.

 43 I am indebted to Patricia Griffin for a reference to the Salom family from the 1786 Hassett
 census, which records Juan Salom, age 35, a native of Alayor (Minorca), his wife Margarita Neto,
 age 30, from San Felipe (Minorca), their children Juan, 7, and Clara, 4, and two male and two
 female slaves, unnamed and not baptized. Censuses, EFP, microfilm reel 148, PKY.
 44Infanticide was harshly punished in medieval Spain and men and women were usually

 executed for this crime. Women convicted of such a grave crime were usually burned alive.
 Dillard, Daughters of the Reconquest, pp. 208-210. In other parts of early modern Europe, women
 were more often drowned for this crime, and more women were executed for this crime than for

 any other, except witchcraft. See Merry E. Weisner, Women and Gender in Early Modern Europe
 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), pp. 51-2.
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 JANE G. LANDERS 573

 murder case against Juana. In declaring that Juana's crime was occa-
 sioned by ongoing sexual harassment and by madness induced by in-
 cipient separation from her children (a claim Juana had not made for
 herself), St. Augustine's court provided accepted mitigating circum-
 stances for her acts and saved Juana from execution. She was also

 spared further sexual abuse by her owner who was forced to relinquish
 her. However, the horrible nature of the crime caused the governor to
 request a review by a higher court in Havana. That court ordered
 Juana to be severely and publicly whipped and humiliated to cleanse
 the community of the horror of infanticide. St. Augustine officials duly
 noted Juana's public flogging, but not the execution of the rest of the
 sentence demanded by Havana-that Juana wear an iron collar for the
 next six years as a reminder of her crime. There are no other known
 references to authorities enacting such a punishment in St. Augustine
 and they may have deemed it excessive and potentially disturbing to
 the community. If so, the mechanism of arbitrio judicial permitted the
 governor to waive that portion of the sentence.

 Juana's final punishment and the resolution of this most horrible
 case are classic examples of Spanish efforts to end conflict, achieve
 compromise, and restore community order through a combination of
 derecho, ley, and arbitrio judicial.45 Despite Juana's slave status and the
 horror of her "unnatural" crime of infanticide, meticulous Spanish
 bureaucrats followed all legal requirements and took great care to
 gather available physical evidence as well as lengthy testimony from
 the involved parties. They tried to be sure that Juana understood the
 charges against her, as well as the religious and legal implications of
 her acts, and when Juana revealed important mitigating circumstances
 for her crime (her owner's sexual abuse and his threat to sell her
 children), the St. Augustine court believed her.

 Cases such as Juana's are gruesome anomalies and even the other
 cited examples may not be representative. Nonetheless, they provide
 insights into the causes and effects of female conflict in Spanish Florida
 and illustrate the gendered nature of both conflict and its legal reso-
 lution. Patriarchal Spanish communities such as St. Augustine sub-
 jected women to gendered standards of conduct and found their per-
 ceived misbehavior more threatening to social order than similar male
 activity. In the interest of community harmony male kin, owners, or

 45 "Autos seguidos.. .contra Juana." For similar legal exactitude in a frontier setting see Cut-
 ter, Legal Culture, ch. 2.
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 574 FEMALE CONFLICT AND ITS RESOLUTION

 patrons, and even neighbors were expected to monitor and check the
 aggression and sexuality of women, especially that of lower class
 women, single women, and enslaved women. The same women, how-
 ever, might employ the gender conventions and the corporate features
 of Spanish/Mediterranean society also common to many West African
 societies to resolve conflict without ever resorting to the legal system.
 Only if more personal forms of social control and conflict resolution
 failed did the more formal institutions of government, law, and church
 intervene to resolve female conflict.

 Vanderbilt University
 Nashville, Tennessee

 JANE G. LANDERS
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